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foreign and security policy, is set to bring

ued EU membership contingent on the

about a number of crucial changes. Even

referendum, on the other hand, would,

before the ratiﬁcation process has kicked

provided the scheduled referendum be-

into gear, the gloomy word “eurosclero-

comes reality, not only be irreversible; it

sis” is bandied about yet again. And a

would also most likely precipitate Brit-

number of countries, which have been

ain’s exit from the EU.

considered uncertain from the start have
yet to hold their own referendums: the

Panic is now se�ing in in Paris, Brussels

Dutch vote only days a�er the French,

and elsewhere in Europe where govern-

followed by Denmark, the Czech Repub-

ments would not covertly be pleased to

lic and the notoriously eurosceptic Brit-

avoid holding their own referendums as

ish public.

a result of a No vote in France. The wave
of popular resistance seems to have tak-

What would happen if the constitution

en the supporters of the constitution in

were to be rejected by one or several

France by surprise. For a long time - too

member states remains unclear. Possible

long, in fact - they were too busy with

scenarios range from new referendums,

party-political skirmishes and therefore

perhaps following additional negotia-

neglected to inform their voters of the

tions, a split of the Union in an integra-

beneﬁts of the constitution. And this not-

tionist core adopting the constitution and

withstanding the fact that similar com-

a group that would simply continue on

placency in 2001 led to the defeat of the

the basis of the existing treaties to the

Yes-campaign in the Irish referendum on

end of the entire constitutional project

the Nice treaty that prepared the EU for

(and a cancellation of the upcoming ref-

enlargement. Engaged in party-political

erendums). The actual measures to be

rivalries and relying on the approval of

taken in the event will certainly depend

its traditionally pro-European popula-

on the country or countries that vote

tion, the main political parties had le�

against the treaty. While a second ref-

the ﬁeld wide open for the opponents of

erendum would certainly be a�empted

the Treaty and lost the ﬁrst referendum.

to obtain a Yes vote in the case of defeat
in a smaller country, a referendum loss

Moreover, the gap between the European

in France could put an early end to the

integration project and its citizens is well

constitution. A No in Britain, where the

documented. Polls show that more than

Labour government has made contin-

half of all Europeans are indiﬀerent to
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whether their country remains in the EU

about what Europe stands for and where

or not. More and more people are con-

it is heading.

vinced that their country does not beneﬁt
from EU membership. Voter participa-

The EU has a communication problem.

tion in the elections to the European Par-

More than ten years a�er EU citizenship

liament has continuously declined since

was introduced (supplementary to na-

the ﬁrst election in 1979 and reached a

tional citizenship), European Integration,

record low in the summer of last year.

in the eyes of the EU citizens, still primarily stands for the integration and liberali-

The constitutional convention, intended

sation of the Single Market. Add to this

to bring the way in which European in-

the mounting pressures from external

stitutions work closer to the citizens and

competition, globalization of production

to trigger debates that were to strength-

and ﬁnance, combined with the policy

en support for the constitution, did not

constraints of EMU, under which many

change that. Still, the level of knowledge

European (welfare) economies crumble,

about the constitution is poor. This very

and it is no wonder that «Europeanisa-

lack of information could prove to be the

tion» is seen by many citizens as nothing

downfall of this project as the support for

more than a take-over by global turbo-

the constitution correlates with people’s

capitalism, loss of jobs and the erosion

knowledge about it. Furthermore, a low

of national welfare systems. A primary

turnout for the referendum will usual-

example, which features prominently in

ly beneﬁt the No side of the campaign,

the French campaign, is the controversy

which generally tends to be be�er at mo-

around the so called «Bolkestein Direc-

bilising its voters.

tive» on the free movement of services
in the EU. Causing fears of dilution of

The motives of opponents of the consti-

labour and social standards and wage

tution across Europe are as diverse as the

dumping by the new member states in

EU itself; in France, we also see a signiﬁ-

many states, it has come to embody the

cant degree of fragmentation across the

concept of integration «Brussels style».

nation. If there is a common denominator among opponents, it would be less

What is o�en overlooked is that the Di-

a ma�er of a fundamental rejection of

rective is dra� legislation that has al-

supranational institutions (except for

ready received the thumbs down in its

Britain) than a deep-seated uncertainty

present form from the heads of state. It
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has as such has nothing to do with the

politics. It does not come as a surprise

constitution, which, to the contrary,

therefore that voters refuse to regard it as

would give the EU a long-needed social

a political system in its own right and in-

foundation in the form of its charter of

stead hold Brussels responsible for mis-

fundamental rights. Moreover, the ma-

takes of all sorts or use referendums on

jority of the European Parliament shares

European politics as a way to teach their

the concerns and has been busy modi-

national politicians a lesson.

fying the dra� directive on core issues.
Speaking of the European Parliament: it

Whether the eleventh-hour activism of

has long been mocked as a «toothless ti-

French supporters of the constitution is

ger» and largely been ignored by the me-

enough to save the day remains to be

dia, but it has grown into a powerful and

seen. One thing is clear: The «genie» of

increasingly self-conﬁdent player in the

direct democracy will be freed from its

EU arena. Paradoxically, the criticism of

bo�le with the referendums scheduled

the democratic shortcomings of the EU is

over the next few months (if they take

now released on a document that would

place), as Daniel Keohane, fellow at the

strengthen Parliament and, despite all its

Centre for European Reform, put it. More

deﬁciencies, overall give the EU more le-

referendums, on issues such as enlarge-

gitimacy, transparency and be�er ability

ment, are likely to follow. This will help

to act.

to defuse the criticism that the EU acts
undemocratically and over the heads of

Blame rest in part with the EU itself,

its citizens. But it will bring with it a set

which, as Margot Wallström, Vice-Presi-

of challenges, which will require all those

dent of the European Commission, re-

involved to change their style of commu-

cently admi�ed, has relied for too long on

nication.

one-way communications and preaching
to the converted. But it is also with a fault

European unity can no longer be taken

of national politics: Taking credit for the

for granted and sold to the public in

successes of the Union, while blaming

terms of economic imperatives or lo�y

mistakes on «Brussels» or other mem-

European ideals. Especially since the dis-

ber states, national governments have

cussion on the nature and future of the

long justiﬁed the EU on the basis of tech-

EU is far from over, even if agreement is

nocratic and economic necessities and

reached on the constitution. The constitu-

marketed it as an extension of national

tional treaty is essentially “a statement of
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the level of integration achieved thus far,

such as Jeremy Ri�in in his book «The

but phrased in improved legal terms”, as

European Dream», to spell out a positive

Hans Jürgen Papier, president of the Ger-

vision for Europe that goes beyond catch-

man Federal Constitutional Court, ob-

words such as security, regional competi-

served in the German daily Frankfurter

tiveness and subsidiarity. While painting

Allgemeine Zeitung. As for the question

an all too rosy picture, he has managed

as to where the EU should be headed

to do what European politics has failed

over the long term, its geographical scope

to achieve so far - to explain that the EU

and competences, the document does not

is more than just an out-of-control single

provide any clear answers - apart from

market.

the traditional formula of an “ever closer
Union. Is the constitutional treaty just
another document towards integration
or does it deﬁne the ﬁnal stage of European integration policy? Where, in economic, cultural and diplomatic terms,
lies the future of the European model as
opposed to the American? The EU, so
far, has failed to communicate its raison
d’être beyond negative integration, to
demonstrate where it indeed protects the
interests and improves the lives of its citizens in ways that the individual member
states are incapable of.
One thing that appears a near-certainty, is
that the objectives of the Lisbon strategy
“will not help to bring Europeans closer
together,” as was pointed out in the ﬁnal report of the Reﬂection Group on the
Spiritual and Cultural Dimension of Europe established by former President of
the Commission, Romano Prodi. It is revealing that it should take an American,
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